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2 .A self-adjoint operator A in L V, m defines in a natural way a space of
 . X .test functions S V and a corresponding space of distributions S V . TheseA A
are considered as quasi *-algebras and the problem of multiplying distributions
is studied in terms of multiplication operators defined on a rigged Hilbert space.
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Partial algebraic structures e.g., linear spaces with a non-everywhere
.defined multiplication have received a certain attention in the last decade,
mainly because of the fact that a lot of instances arising in quantum
w xphysical applications fit in a quite reasonable way into them 1]7 . But also
pure mathematicians are familiar with a series of relevant examples where
the multiplication is defined only for certain couples of elements: think of
L p-spaces or of spaces of distributions.
Actually, the problem of the multiplication of distributions, within the
w xframework of the so-called duality method 8, Sect. II.5 , is the main topic
w xof this paper. After the celebrated result of L. Schwartz 9 on the
impossibility of multiplying two Dirac delta measures massed at the same
point, several possible approaches to the multiplication of distributions
 w x .have been proposed see 8 and references therein .
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In this paper we will extend the duality method to a more general
situation and the multiplication of distribution is studied in the more
abstract setting of composition of continuous linear maps acting in locally
convex spaces. As we shall see, partial algebraic structures will play a
relevant role in the whole discussion.
In Section 2 we introduce distributions associated to a possibly un-
. 2 . bounded self-adjoint operator A in L V, m where V is a locally
.compact Hausdorff measure space with a positive Borel measure m as
 . `continuous linear functionals on the space S V of all C -vectors for A.A
We then study the structure of the corresponding space of distributions,
X .  .denoted with S V and called, shortly, A-distributions . In particular weA
X .give conditions on A for S V to be a quasi *-algebra in the followingA
sense.
Let A be a linear space and A a *-algebra contained in A. We say that0
 .A is a quasi *-algebra with distinguished *-algebra A or, simply, over A0 0
 .if i the right and left multiplications of an element of A and an element
 . of A are always defined and linear; and ii an involution * which extends0
.  .the involution of A is defined in A with the property AB * s B*A*0
whenever the multiplication is defined.
 .A quasi *-algebra A, A is said to have a unit I if there exists an0
element I g A such that AI s I A s A, ;A g A.0
 .A quasi *-algebra A, A is said to be topological if a locally convex0
 .topology j is defined in A such that a the involution is continuous and
 . w xthe multiplications are separately continuous; and b A is dense in A j .0
The most typical instance of a topological quasi *-algebra is provided by
the completion of a topological *-algebra whose multiplication is not
 pjointly continuous L -spaces are examples of this kind, since they can be
viewed as the completion of the space of continuous functions, with
w x.compact support 10 .
 n.In Subsection 2.1, we show that the space S 9 R is a topological quasi
 n.*-algebra over S R with respect to the natural multiplication and then,
in Subsection 2.2 we extend, under certain conditions for A, this result to
spaces of A-distributions.
 X .  ..In the case where S V , S V is a quasi *-algebra one can considerA A
X .  . X .each F g S V as a multiplication operator L from S V into S V .A F A A
We start from this idea to reformulate in a different way the problem of
multiplying distributions: we just look for conditions under which the
product of the corresponding multiplication operators exists and is still an
operator of multiplication by a distribution. In order to do this, we first
discuss, more abstractly, the problem of the multiplication in spaces of
continuous linear maps acting in rigged Hilbert spaces. To be clearer we
give some basic definitions.
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Let D be a dense subspace of Hilbert space H. Let us endow D with a
locally convex topology t, stronger than that induced on D by the Hilbert
w xnorm and let D9 t9 be its topological conjugate dual endowed with the
strong dual topology t9 defined by the set of seminorms
5 5F ¬ F [ sup F , f , 1 .  .M
fgM
w xwhere M runs in the family of bounded subsets of D t . In this way we get
the familiar triplet
D ; H ; D9
called a rigged Hilbert space.
 .Given a rigged Hilbert space, D ; H ; D9, we denote with L D, D9
w x w xthe set of all continuous linear maps from D t into D9 t9 . The space
 . ²L D, D9 carries a natural involution A ª A defined by
²A f , g s Ag , f ; f , g g D. . .
q .Furthermore, we denote by L D the *-algebra of all closable operators
 .  .in H with the properties D A s D, D A* = D and both A and A*
 .leave D invariant * denotes here the usual Hilbert adjoint . The involu-
q . q u q .tion in L D is defined by A ª A s A* . The space L D is not,D
 .in general a subset of L D, D9 but, for instance, when t is the so-called
w x q . q .  .graph-topology 11 defined by L D on D then L D ; L D, D9
  . q .. ² qand L D, D9 , L D is a quasi *-algebra. In this case, A s A
q .  q .;A g L D for this reason we denote with both involutions .
As mentioned above we are interested in refining the multiplication in
 .L D, D9 to allow that a larger number of pairs of elements can be
multiplied. This is done by factorizing the operators through some inter-
mediate spaces between D and D9 which we call interspaces. In this way,
 .under certain conditions on the family of interspaces, L D, D9 becomes
w xa partial *-algebra 4 .
wA partial *-algebra is a vector space A with involution A ª A* i.e.,
 . x  .A q lB * s A* q lB*; A s A** and a subset G ; A = A such that i
 .  .  .  .  .A, B g G implies B*, A* g G; ii A, B and A, C g G and l g C
 .  .  .imply A, B q lC g G; and iii if A, B g G, then there exists an
element AB g A and for this multiplication the distributive property holds
 .  .in the following sense: if A, B g G and A, C g G then
AB q AC s A B q C . .
 .Furthermore AB * s B*A*.
The product is not required to be associative.
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The partial *-algebra A is said to have a unit if there exists an element I
 .  .necessarily unique such that I* s I, I, A g G, I A s AI s A, ;A g A.
 . wIf A, B g G then we say that A is a left multiplier of B and write
 .x w  .xA g L B or B is a right multiplier of A B g R A . For S ; A we put
  . 4L S s F L A : A g S ; the set R S is defined in an analogous way. The
set M S s L S l R S is called the set of universal multipliers of S .
Coming back to the multiplication of distributions, the outcome of
Section 3 is that, even when two distributions can be multiplied, their
product is not, in general a distribution, but a more general object a
necessary and sufficient condition is given in the case of tempered distri-
.butions . Finally we show that there is no way, also in this set-up, to define
the square of a Dirac d-measure, according to the already quoted
Schwartz's result.
2. QUASI *-ALGEBRAS OF DISTRIBUTIONS
 .Let V, m be a measure space with m a positive Borel measure on the
locally compact Hausdorff space V. When V is an open subset of R n we
2 .take as m the Lebesgue measure. With L V, m we denote, as usual, the
space of all measurable functions f on V such that
225 5f s f x dm - ` .2 H
V
modulo the subspace of all m-almost everywhere zero functions. The
2 .Hilbert space structure of L V, m , defined by scalar product
f , g s f x g x dm , .  .  .H
V
will play a fundamental role in what follows. To begin with, let us recall
that given a self-adjoint operator A in Hilbert space H it is possible to
 .construct a chain of Hilbert spaces. More precisely, let D A denote the
 .domain of A. Then D A can be made into a Hilbert space defining the
 .scalar product , by1
f , g s f , g q Af , Ag , ; f , g g D A . .  .  .  .1
 .The completeness of D A with respect to the norm defined by this new
scalar product is ensured by the closedness of A. The Hilbert space
obtained in this way will be denoted by H . The identity map i: f g H ¬ f1 1
g H is then a continuous embedding with dense range.
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Let now H denote the conjugate dual of H with respect to the scalary1 1
product of H ; i.e., H consists of all continuous conjugate linear functionals1
on H .1
An element F g H satisfies the inequalityy1
5 5 5 5F f F F f , ; f g H , . y1 1 1
5 5 <  . <where, as usual F s sup F f .y1 5 f 5 F1
By Riesz's lemma, there exists a unique element f g H such thatF 1
 .  .F f s f , f . This correspondence defines a surjective isometric opera-F 1
tor from H into H . This makes of H a Hilbert space too.y1 1 y1
If g g H, we can identify g with the continuous conjugate linear
 .  . .  .functional j g g H defined by j g f s g, f , ; f g H . As is known, jy1 1
is one-to-one and linear; therefore H can be identified with a subspace of
H . So, in conclusion,y1
H ¨ H ¨ H ,1 y1
where ¨ denotes a continuous embedding. The same construction can be
made starting from any power An of A. All these powers are indeed
self-adjoint operators in H.
This construction leads, at the end, to the chain of Hilbert spaces
??? H ; H ; H s H ; H ; H ??? ,2 1 0 y1 y2
 n.where H denotes the Hilbert space obtained defining on D A then




` nD A s D A .  .F
ns0
 .plays an important role. First, it is dense in H and in any other of the H 'sn
and is a Frechet space if endowed with the projective topology defined byÁ
 4all spaces H .n ng Z
This topology, denoted as t , can be, for instance, described by theA
seminorms
nr2q` 25 5f g D A ¬ f [ I q A f , n g N. .  .n
5 5 5 5This family of seminorms is non-decreasing, i.e., f F f , ;f gn nq1
` .D A and is equivalent to the family of seminorms
` 5 5 5 n 5f g D A ¬ f [ A f , n g N . n
which is non-decreasing when A G I.
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 .  .The conjugate dual, D A , of D A is endowed with the strong dualy` `
topology, tX which can be viewed as the inductive limit of the spacesA
 4H .n ng Z
In this case, the strong dual topology can be defined, instead of the set
 .of seminorms 1 , by the equivalent family of seminorms
f A F , f g F , 2 .  .
where F is the class of all the positive bounded and continuous functions
 .f x on R , which decrease faster than any inverse power of x, such thatq
sup x k f x - `, ;k g N. .
xgRq
In what follows we will investigate chains of the type described above
2 .when H s L V, m .
 n.2.1. S 9 R as a Quasi *-Algebra. Before going forth we discuss a
 n. 2 n.  n.special example. Let S R ; L R ; S 9 R be the rigged Hilbert
space constituted by Schwartz's space of a rapidly decreasing C`-function,
by the space of square integrable functions on R n, and by the space of
 . w x  n. ` .tempered conjugate distributions. As shown in 12 , S R s D J
` n.where J is the closure of the operator J defined on C R by J f0 0 0
1 2 ` n < < .  .s x y D f for f g C R . The operator J is self-adjoint and posi-02
 .tive, its spectrum is discrete and consists of its eigenvalues: 2n q 1 ,
4 ` . ` .  n.  .n g N . Furthermore, if f g D J « f * g D J s S R with f * x
s f x . .
 n.As is known, the topology of S R can also be described by the
seminorms
5 5 < k l < nf s sup x Df , k , l g N .k , l
nxgR
 n.Making use of these seminorms, it is quite easy to prove that S R is a
 .  n.  n.commutative *-algebra, if the involution f g S R ¬ f* g S R is
 .defined by f* x s f x and the multiplication is defined as the usual .
multiplication of functions.
5 5If we make use of the seminorms then for each n g N there existsn
C ) 0 and k g N such that
5 5 5 5 5 5 nfc F C f c , ;f , c g S R , 3 .  .n k k
since J G I.
 n.  .  n.PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S 9 R be the conjugate dual of S R . If we
 n.define the multiplication of an element F g S 9 R and an element f g
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 n.S R by
Ff , c s fF , c [ F , f*c , ;c g S R n , .  .  .  .
  n.w X x  n..then S 9 R t , S R is a topological quasi *-algebra.J
 n.  n.Proof. First, we prove that Ff g S 9 R , ;f g S R . Indeed, using
 .the continuity of F and 3 , we can find a bounded set M , n g N and
positive constants C , C such that1 2
5 5 5 5Ff , c s F , f*c F C F f*c .  . M n1
5 5 5 5 nF C f c , ;f , c g S R . .k k2
 n.Therefore, Ff is a continuous linear functional on S R .
q  n.Now, we define an involution in S 9 R which extends the involution
 n.of S R . This can be done by setting
F g S 9 R n ¬ Fqg S 9 R n , .  .
where
q nF , f [ F , f* , ;f g S R . .  .  .
The involution defined in this way, satisfies the equality
q q q n nFc s c F , ;F g S 9 R , ;c g S R . .  .  .
 n.Furthermore, it is continuous, since, if M is a bounded subset of S R ,
there exists C ) 0 and n g N such that
q q5 5 5 5F s sup F , f s sup F , f* F C f . .  .M n
fgM fgM
 n.For each fixed f in S R , the map
F g S 9 R n ¬ Ff g S 9 R n .  .
 n.is continuous. Indeed, let M be a bounded subset of S R . We have
5 5 5 5Ff s F .M f M
 n.The set f M is still bounded in S R since it is the continuous image of a
bounded set.
Finally, it is well known that as a consequence of the reflexivity of
n n .  . w xS R , this latter is dense in S 9 R 13 .
2.2. A-Distributions. All these facts suggest considering the space
` .  .D A as a kind of space of test functions and its conjugate dual as a
2 .space of distributions. Let A be self-adjoint in L V, m . The space
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` .  .D A , endowed with the topology t , is denoted by S V . From theA A
 n.  n.previous example it follows that S R s S R the usual Schwartz spaceJ
`  .of rapidly decreasing C -functions. As shown above, S V and its conju-A
X .gate dual S V are the extreme spaces of a chain of Hilbert spacesA
 4  n.H with H s D A . For this special chain we adopt a differentn ng Z n
n .notation; we put H s H V , n g Z. It is worth mentioning that in then A
n n.case of the Example of Subsection 2.1, the corresponding spaces H RJ
 w x.are nothing but the well known global Sobelev type spaces see, e.g., 14 .
We will now discuss the problem of defining a multiplication in the
rigged Hilbert space
S V ; L2 V , m ; S X V . .  .  .A A
X .We refer to elements of S V as A-distributions.A
` .  . In general, D A s S V is not *-invariant i.e., invariant underA
.  .conjugation . For this to happen we need first that if f g D A then
 .  .  .f * g D A with f * x s f x . If Af * s " Af *, this property is true for .
the powers An of A, too. From now on, we assume that A always
commutes with the conjugation. This fact also implies that the map
 .  .f g S V ¬ f * g S V is continuous.A A
` .Remark 2.2. The space D A can be constructed also under the
lighter assumption that A is a closed and symmetric operator. Even in this
` .case, in fact D A is a dense domain in Hilbert space and is left invariant
w xby all powers of A 11 . But, as is known, the assumption that A commutes
w xwith the conjugation forces it to have a self-adjoint extension 15, No. 123 .
For this reason we will confine ourselves to the case of self-adjoint A.
For the reasons discussed above, from now on we will always consider
2 .self-adjoint operators in L V, m with the following properties:
 .  .  .  .i if f g D A then f * g D A and Af * s " Af *;
 .ii A G I.
 . ` . `There is no loss of generality in the assumption ii since D A s D I
2 .1r2 .q A .
 .We will now study the algebraic structure of S V .A
 .First, it is easy to prove that S V is a partial *-algebra consideringA
G s f , g g S V : fg g S V . 4 .  .  .A A
 X n.  n..As we saw, for A s J, S R , S R is a topological quasi *-algebra.J J
 X .  ..What can we say about S V , S V ? First of all we define anA A
X .  .involution on S V s D A .A y`
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let us define
q: F g S X V ¬ Fqg S X V .  .A A
q .with F , f s F , f * . Then .
 . q X .i F g S V .A
 . qii is continuous.
 .Proof. i Since F is continuous, there exists C ) 0 and n g N such
that
q n5 5 5 5F , f s F , f * s F , f * F C A f * s C f .  .  . n
since F is continuous.
 .ii Let
qsup F , f s sup F , f* s sup F , x .  .  .
fg M fg M xg M *
where M * is bounded, since so M is.
 .  .Let M S V denote the following subset of S V :A A
M S V s f g S V : f , g g G , ;g g S V . 4 .  .  .  .A A A
 .  .It is easy to see that if f g M S V , then f * g M S V and as a simpleA A
 .consequence of the associativity of the ordinary multiplication of func-
 .tions, it turns out that M S V is a *-algebra.A
X .  .Now let F g S V and f g M S V . Then we can define a conjugateA A
 .linear functional Ff on S V by the formulaA
Ff , g s F , f *g .  .
X .and whenever Ff g S V we put fF [ Ff and call it the product of FA
and f.
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.4. If the map g g S V ¬ fg g S V is continuous forA A
 . X .  X .  ..each f g M S V , then Ff g S V and thus S V , M S V is a quasiA A A A
*-algebra.
Proof. By the continuity of F, there exists C ) 0 and n g N such that
nFf , g s F , f * g F C A f * g . .  .  .
 .  .  .If the map g g S V ¬ fg g S V , f g M S V , is continuous inA A A
 .S V , then there exists C9 ) 0 and l g N such thatA
n l5 5A f *g F C9 A g .
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and thus finally, for a suitable C0 ) 0
l5 5Ff , g F C0 A g . .
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 2.5. If g g S V ¬ fg g S V , f g M S V , is contin-A A A
uous, then the map
F g S X V ¬ Ff g S X V , f g M S V , .  .  .A A A
 . X .w X xis continuous. Therefore, if M S V is dense in S V t , thenA A A
 X .w X x  ..S V t , M S V is a topological quasi *-algebra.A A A
 .Proof. Let N be bounded in S V ; we getA
sup Ff , g s sup F , f *g s sup F , x . .  .  .
gg N gg N xgf *N
Now f *N is bounded, since g ¬ f *g is continuous.
In many situations the continuity condition given in the above two
propositions is automatically fulfilled.
PROPOSITION 2.6. If V is an open subset of R n with finite Lebesgue
< <  .  .measure V , then the map g g S V ¬ fg g S V is continuous for eachA A
 .f g M S V .A
 .  .Proof. We will show that the map g g S V ¬ fg g S V is closedA A
 .for each f g M S V . The statement then follows from the closed graphA
 .theorem for Frechet spaces .Á
 .  . 5Let g ª g in S V and fg ª h in S V . Then necessarily, g yn A n A n
5  4g ª 0 and so it is possible to find a subsequence g which converges2 nk
to g almost everywhere. Therefore fg ª fg almost everywhere and, sincenk
< < 5 5V - `, also in measure. Now since also fg y h ª 0, fg ª h in2n n
measure. Hence fg s h almost everywhere.
We will now revisit some well-known examples in the light of the above
discussion.
2 .  . 2 .EXAMPLE 2.7. If A is bounded in L V, m , then S V s L V, mA
 . ` . 2 . w xand M S V s L V, m l L V, m 10 . In this case, as is clear, theA
2 .topology t coincides with the norm topology of L V, m and thereforeA
X . 2 .  .S V s L V, m up to an isomorphism . This example shows that theA
unboundedness of A is crucial, in order to get significant spaces of
A-distributions.
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2 .EXAMPLE 2.8. Let V s R; as is known, any f g L R admits a deriva-
 .tive Df , in the sense of distributions, and in general Df g D9 R . We put
D P s f g L2 R : Df g L2 R . 4 .  .  .
 . 1, 2 .By the definition itself D P coincides with the Sobolev space W R .
 .For f g D P we define, as usual,
Pf s yiDf .
w x 2 .Then P is a self-adjoint operator 16, Chap. VII, Sect. 34 in L R with
1, 2 .domain W R . We will now describe the space
S R s D P k s W k , 2 R . .  .  .F FP
kG1 kG1
w xAs a consequence of Sobolev's lemma 17, Vol. II, Theorem IX.24 , any
 . `f g S R is a C -function. But something more can be said making use ofP
the Fourier transform. Let us consider
D Q s f g L2 R : xf g L2 V 4 .  .  .
and define
Qf x s xf x , ; f g D Q . .  .  .  .
2 . 2 .As is easy to see Q is self-adjoint. Now, if U: L R ¬ L R denotes the
2 Ã 2 .  .operator which maps f g L R into its Fourier transform f g L R , we
have, from well-known properties of the Fourier transform
U D Qk s f g L2 R : Dk f g L2 R s D P k 4 .  .  . .
and
U*P kU f s Qk f , ; f g D Qk . .  .
Therefore
k 2 Ã k , 2D Q s f g L V : f g W R .  . 4 .
and
D` Q s U W k , 2 R . .  .F /
kG1
` .Because of these properties it is enough to consider only D Q to get
` .information also on D P and conversely. First we notice that, if f g
` .D Q , then a simple application of the Schwarz inequality implies that
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1 Ã .  .f g L R and so f g C R , the space of continuous functions vanishing at`
Ã ` .  .infinity. Thus f g C R l C R . In a similar way, one can prove that`
k Ã ` .  .D f g C R l C R for any k g N.`
w x 1, 2 .Now, it is known 18, Corollary VIII.9 that W R is an algebra. The
k , 2 .same, of course, holds true for W R for any k g N. In conclusion,
 .S R is an algebra. By taking Fourier transforms it follows also thatP
 .S R is a con¨olution algebra. It is not, however, an algebra with respectQ
to the ordinary multiplication of functions. Indeed, it is easy to see that the
function
1¡
, x g 0, 1 .~ ’f x s . x¢
0, elsewhere
 . 2  .is in S R but f f S R .Q Q
Remark 2.9. It is worth mentioning that the construction outlined in
this section allows us to get spaces of A-distributions whose elements are
not distributions in the usual sense. Indeed, starting from any self-adjoint
2 .operator A in L V, m , we can define, for any s ) 1, a new operator
` kA
0A s  ss k! .ks0
v .on the dense set D A of all analytic vectors for A. Let A be thes
self-adjoint operator obtained by closing A0 .s
 .A straightforward estimation shows that if f g D A then there existss
a constant C ) 0 such that
sk5 5A f F C k! . 4 .  .
To be more definite, let us now consider the case where V s R and A s J
as in Subsection 2.1, or A s P s iD as in Example 2.8 and construct the
 . X  .  .  .  .corresponding spaces S R , S R . As well as S R s S R ; S RA A J Ps s
 .  . X  . X .  .one finds S R ; S R and therefore S R ; S R . Applying 4 forJ P P Js s s s
A s P s iD, we get the existence of a constant C ) 0 such that
sk5 5D f F C k! , ; f g D P . .  .s
 .For this reason each f g S R can be viewed as an element of a modifiedJs
 w x. s  .Gevrey type space see, e.g., 19 G R consisting of all functionsmod
` r , 2 .f g F W R for which there exists a constant C ) 0 such thatrs0
sk kq15 5D f F C k! .
we note that the definition of the Gevrey spaces makes use on the l.h.s. of
` 2 .the L -norm instead of the L -one . The corresponding space of s-ultra-
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X .distributions is then a subset of S R . We hope to discuss in more detailJs
examples of this kind in a further paper.
3. MULTIPLICATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS
Throughout this section we will consider only spaces of A-distributions
for which the assumptions of Proposition 2.5 are fulfilled. Accordingly,
 X .  ..  .S V , M S V is a topological quasi *-algebra and each element FA A
X .  .of S V can be viewed as an operator L of multiplication on M S VA F A
defined by
L : f g M S V ª Ff g S X V . .  .F A A
 . X .This is a continuous linear map of M S V into S V . Indeed, if M isA A
w xbounded in S t , by the continuity of F, there exists C ) 0 and n g NA A
such that
5 5sup Ff , x s sup F , f*x F C sup f*x . .  . n
xg M xg M xg M
Then, making use of the continuity of the multiplication, we can find a new
constant C9 ) 0 and m g N such that
5 5 5 5sup Ff , x F C9 f* s C9 f . . m m
xg M
 .  .  . X .Moreover, if M S V ? S V is dense in S V , the map j: F g S VA A A A
  . X ..ª L g L M S V , S V is injective; indeed, L s 0 implies L f s 0,F A A F F
 .;f g M S V and soA
Ff , c s F , f*c s 0, ;f g M S V , c g S V . .  .  .  .A A
 .  .  .  < <At this point, if M S V ? S V is dense in S V or if V - `, theA A A
 .  ..function u, with u x s 1, ; x g V, belongs to S V we get F s 0.A
X .Clearly, for F, G g S V and l g C we haveA
L s L q L , L s lL , L * s L . .FqG F G l F F F F*
Therefore, we can get information about multiplication of two distribu-
tions F, G from the multiplication of the corresponding operators L andF
  . X ..L . Then, the problem is referred to L M S V , S V .G A A
 .  .It is worth mentioning that if M S V is dense in S V thenA A
  . X ..L M S V , S V can be identified, in a natural way, withA A
  . X ..L S V , S V .A A
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The problem of the multiplication of operators acting in a rigged Hilbert
space
D ; H ; D9
w xhas been often considered in the literature 6, 20, 21 . We will now discuss
 . the possibility of refining the lattice of multipliers of L D, D9 it con-
 . q ..sists, up to now, of two elements only: L D, D9 and L D in order to
 .allow the possibility that a larger number of pairs of elements in L D, D9
may be multiplied. This problem of refinement of the multiplication in
w xquasi *-algebras has been discussed from a general point of view in 21
where the notion of multiplication framework was introduced and in the
 . w xcase of L D, D9 in 22 . In both cases one has to consider refinements of
w xrigged Hilbert spaces in the sense of 23 . In what follows we reformulate
w x w xin the language of 21 some results of 22 .
Let E be a locally convex space satisfying
D ¨ E ¨ D9, 5 .
where, as before, ¨ denotes continuous embeddings with dense range. In
w x  .the language of 21 , a subspace of D9 satisfying 5 was called an
interspace. We will maintain this terminology.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E be an interspace and E 9 its dual. If E ¨ E 9
then E ; H.
Proof. By the assumption, E is a non-degenerate pre-Hilbert space
with respect to the form defining the duality and extending the scalar
 .product of D. Since for each g g E , the linear functional f ¬ f , g is
 4continuous on E and from the embedding E ¨ E 9, if p is a directeda
family of seminorms defining the topology of E we get
f , g F Cp f p g , ; f , g g E . .  .  .a a
From this it follows that the norm-topology on E defined by the scalar
product is weaker than the initial topology of E. Let E h denote the
conjugate dual of E with respect to the norm. Then we have
D ¨ E ¨ E h ¨ E 9 ¨ D9.
 .D is norm-dense in E. Then D and E have the same up to isomorphismhcompletion. So, in conclusion, E ; H , E .
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 .Let E , F be interspaces. We denote with L E , F the space of all
continuous linear maps from E into F and define
Ä ÄC E , F s X g L D , D9 : X s X D for some X g L E , F . .  .  . 4
 .DEFINITION 3.2. The product X ? Y of two elements of L D, D9 is
 .defined in L D, D9 if there are three interspaces E , F, G such that
 .  .X g C F, G and Y g C E , F . In this case the multiplication X ? Y is
defined by
ÄÄX ? Y s XY Du .
or, equivalently, by
ÄX ? Yf s XYf , f g D ,
Ä Ä .  . where the X resp., Y denote the extension of X resp., Y to E resp.,
.F .
This definition, however, may depend on the particular choice of the
w xinterspaces E , F 22 .
We say that a rigged Hilbert space D ¨ H ¨ D9 is of regular type if the
topology t of D is the projective limit of the locally convex topologies of a
family L of interspaces. In this case, the definition of multiplication of a
 .pair X, Y of elements of L D, D9 can be simplified as follows as it can
be shown by using easy duality properties.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let D ¨ H ¨ D9 be a rigged Hilbert space of regular
 .type and X, Y g L D, D9 . Then the product X ? Y is well-defined if , and
only if , there exists an interspace F such that Y: D ª F continuously and
Xq: D ª F 9 continuously.
We will now show that the above proposition allows us to get partly two
well-known results on the multiplication of distributions.
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let O n denote, as usual, the set of C`-functions on R nM
which together with their derivatives are polynomially bounded see, e.g.,
w x.  n.17, Vol. I, Sect. V.3 . Then it is well known that uF exists in S 9 R for
n  n.each u g O and for each F g S 9 R . This fact can partly be obtainedM
from Proposition 3.3 in the following way. First, observe that the product
 n.  n.fu with f g S R always exists in S R and that the map
L : f g S R n ª uf g S R n .  .u
is continuous. Furthermore, as shown in Subsection 2.1, for any F g
 n.  n.  n.S 9 R , the map L is continuous from S R into S 9 R . ThereforeF
 n.Proposition 3.3 applies with F s S R and so L ? L is well-defined inF u
  n.  n..L S R , S 9 R ; however, Proposition 3.3 does not imply that L ?F
L s L .u F u
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k , 2 .EXAMPLE 3.5. As is known, if u, ¨ g W R , k g N, then u¨ g
k , 2 .  n.W R . Also the fact that u and ¨ are multiplicable elements of S 9 R
k , 2 .can be obtained from Proposition 3.3. Indeed, if ¨ g W R then the
 n.corresponding multiplication operator L maps continuously S R into¨
k , 2 . q q k , 2 .W R . Now since L s L the same holds true for L . But W R ;u u* u
yk , 2 .  .W R up to isomorphisms ; therefore Proposition 3.3 applies and
L ? L is then well-defined, in the sense discussed above. Also in this caseu ¨
we cannot conclude directly that L ? L s L . To get this, as we shall seeu ¨ u¨
below, we need further information.
 .In order to make of L D, D9 a partial *-algebra with respect to the
multiplication defined above we need confine ourselves to families of
interspaces that make possible the product to be independent of the
choice of the interspaces used to factorize it. In order to get this the
 . w xcondition iii below is essential 22, Proposition 3.2 .
w xA family L of interspaces is called a multiplication framework 21 if
 .i D g L
 .ii ; E g L , its dual E 9 also belongs to L
 .iii ; E , F g L , E l F g L and D is dense in E l F with the
projective topology.
For instance, if L is a chain of interspaces, the chain L , consisting of0
D, D9, the elements of L and their duals, is a multiplication framework.0
 .PROPOSITION 3.6. Let L be a multiplication framework in L D, D9
 .  .  .and let G be the set of pairs X, Y g L D, D9 = L D, D9 such thatL
 .  .there exist E , F, G g L such that X g C F, G and Y g C E , F . Then
  . .L D, D9 , G is a partial *-algebra.L
  . X ..We now apply these ideas to the case of L M S V , S V .A A
First we need to choose the multiplication framework L . A natural
n .choice is, clearly, to take it as the chain H V defined in Subsection 2.2;A
 r . yr  ..in this case L H V , H V is a Banach space with respect to itsA A
natural norm
5 5 5 5X s sup Xf .r , yr yr
5 5f F1r
X .DEFINITION 3.7. Let F g S V and l, m g Z. We say that F is ofA
 .  l . m ..type l, m if L g C H V , H V .F A A
If r g N, we say that the A-distribution F is of order r if L gF
 r . yr  ..  s . ys  ..C H V , H V but L f C H V , H V for s - r.A A F A A
X  .We denote with S V the set of all A-distributions of order r.A, r
X  . X  .Clearly S V is a linear space and if F g S V , then also F* gA, r A, r
X  .S V .A, r
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 .  .  . X  .PROPOSITION 3.8. If M S V ? S V is dense in S V , then S VA A A A, r
is a Banach space with respect to the norm
5 5 5 5 XF s L , ;F g S V . 6 .  .r r , yrF A , r
X  .  r . yr  ..Proof. The map F g S V ª L g C H V , H V is linear andA, r F A A
 .  ..  .injective; indeed, if L s 0 then L c , x s Fc , x s F, c *x s 0,F F
 .  .  .;c g M S V , ;x g S V ; by the hypothesis, we have F s 0. Thus 6A A
X  .defines actually a norm. It remains to prove that S V is complete. LetA, r
X  .F be a Cauchy sequence in S V , i.e.,n A, r
5 5F y F ª 0. 7 .rn m
5 5 5 5  r . yr  ..But F y F s L y L and since L H V , H V is ar r , yrn m F F A An m
 r . yr  ..Banach space, there exists L g L H V , H V such that L ª L.A A F n
Since A G I we can write
5 5 5 yr yr 5L s A L Ar , yrF F
 .and then, for f as in 2 , we get, for a certain C ) 0,
yr5 5f A F F C A F . .
X  .  .Then, the topology of S V , defined by 6 is stronger than theA, r
X .  .topology induced by the strong dual topology of S V . Then 7 impliesA
X . X .the convergence in S V , that is, there exists C g S V such thatA A
Xr yr  .  ..  .L s L . Since L g L H V , H V then C g S V .C A A A, r
wThe following lemma is a particular case of a statement shown in 6,
xLemma 5.2 .
  . X ..LEMMA 3.9. Let L g L S V , S V . Then there exists r g N suchA A
 r . yr  ..that L g L H V , H V .A A
From this statement we get immediately the following generalization of
 wa well known property of tempered distributions see, e.g., 24, Corollary 1,
x.Sect. 5.2 .
X .PROPOSITION 3.10. Each F g S V is of finite order.A
Taking into account the discussion developed up to now, we get
X .PROPOSITION 3.11. Let F, C g S V . If F is of order r and C is ofA
 .  r . yr  ..type l, m with l F r and m G r then L ? L exists in L H V , H V .F C A A
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Of course, this does not guarantee that L ? L is also an operator ofF C
multiplication by a distribution. In the case where A s J we have
  n.  n..PROPOSITION 3.12. Let X g L S R , S 9 R . Then X s L for someV
 n.V g S 9 R if , and only if , the following two conditions are fulfilled
 .  .  n.i X fc s f Xc , ;f, c g S R ;
 .ii there exists C ) 0 and n g N such that
n5 5Xf , c F C f*c , ;f , c g S R . .  .n
Proof. The necessity is obvious, so we will only prove the sufficiency.
 . n   . nLet r x be a fixed regularizing function in R i.e., r x G 0 on R ;
 . ` n.  n < < 4  . .nr x g C R ; supp r ; x g R : x F 1 and H r x dx s 1 . Then if0 R
 n.  .  n.  .a g S R denotes the Fourier transform of r x [ 1re r xre ,e e
 n.  n.e ) 0, then for any f g S R we get a f ª f in the topology of S R ,e
 .  n.for e ª 0. Making use of ii , it is easily seen that for any f g S R , the
 .net of complex numbers Xa , f is convergent, for e ª 0; so, we cane
 n.define a conjugate linear functional V on S R byr
V f s lim Xa , f , f g S R n . .  .  .r e
eª0
We have
n5 5 5 5V f s lim Xa , f F C lim a f s C f , ;f g S R . .  .  .n nr e e
eª0 eª0
 n.  .  n.Therefore, V g S 9 R . Now, making use of i , we get, for f, c g S R ,r
L f , c s V , f*c s lim Xa , f*c s Xf , c . .  . . .V r er eª0
This equation shows that the definition of V is actually independent of rr
and that X is of the desired form.
  . X ..   .Remark 3.13. Let X g L S V , S V with M S V dense inA A A
X .. X .S V . Then if X s L for some V g S V the following slight modifi-A V A
 .  .cations of i and ii of Proposition 3.12 hold:
 .  .  .  .i9 X fc s f Xc , ;f g M S V , c g S V ;A A
 .ii9 there exists C ) 0 and n g N such that
5 5Xf , c F C f*c , ;f g M S V , c g S V . .  .  .n A A
As for the sufficiency part, the argument used above has no easy general-
ization. The existence of a well-behaved net like the a introduced there ise
still unclear when we consider the more general case.
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To end this paper, we will show how the results obtained so far allow us
 . w xto prove in a different way the well known result of L. Schwartz 9 on the
non-existence of d 2.
 n.PROPOSITION 3.14. The distribution d g S 9 R cannot be multiplied by
itself in the sense of Definition 3.2.
Proof. It is easily seen that
L f s f 0 d , ;f g S R n . .  .d
  n. 4Let M s f q ld ; f g S R , l g C be endowed with any topology td
u  n.nsuch that t is not weaker than the topology of S R . Then M isS R . d
 n.the minimal interspace containing L S R . By Proposition 3.3, L ? L isd d d
 n. X well-defined if, and only if, L maps also S R into M the dual ofd d
w x. XM t . This implies that M ; M and thus, by Proposition 3.1, M ;d d d d
2 n.L R . This, in turn, implies that d is a function and this is a contradic-
tion.
This result, as well as other impossibility results of the same kind,
depends strictly on the framework where the problem of multiplying two
distributions is considered. Apart from the duality method, several other
approaches have been developed in the literature regularizing procedures,
w x.methods of complex or harmonic analysis, etc., 8 . For this reason these
impossibility results do not prevent us from trying to develop methods that
2  w xallow also a definition of d for recent results in this direction see 25
.and references therein .
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